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Many will know of Grandmaster O’Neill, either from his UKTA days,
through ACE TKD or from one of the many seminars or events he is
often at. So I thought it would be a nice idea to get inside the mind of a
Grandmaster, but more so, to get inside the mind of Ray O’Neill;
stalwart of ITF Taekwon-Do and a walking encyclopaedia of TaekwonDo knowledge.
Let start at the beginning. How did
you come to be interested in martial
arts?
I was always interested in Martial arts from the
days of the Bruce Lee movies I used to watch,
however I never really thought I’d start
practising.
My entire school life was pretty poor; I was
asthmatic and quite often the victim of many
bullies, one night when I was 17yrs old I was at an
Air Cadets meeting when I looked across the way
and saw people doing a Martial art in the RAF
Gym at Boscombe Down, I had no idea
what Martial art it was, however it was
at that point I decided I could do
something with my life to beat the
bullies so decided to have a look, I
walked in and read the word
‘Taekwon-Do’ on the back of a
student, I decided to join the
School - it was Wednesday 13th
September 1978.

Can you tell the
readers how old you
are now and how old
you were when you
first started martial
arts?
I’m now 56 years old,
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Side kick as a Green Belt in his back garden at home

which to my knowledge (so I’ve been
informed) makes me the Youngest Grand
Master ever promoted to IX Dan, I was 17
yrs when I started Taekwon-Do.

everything that I needed. All Martial arts
are good, we’re all flowers in the same
garden but to me the ‘Rose’ is TaekwonDo.

Was it Taekwon-Do you first
started in or did you start with
another martial art and when was
that?

What's your earliest memory of
when you started Taekwon-Do?

As I mentioned earlier it wasn’t the Martial
Art specifically that I chose it was simply a
Martial Art, it could so easily of been Kung
Fu, Karate etc & if it had of been I may well
of been doing that instead, however it was
actually Taekwon-Do I found first, I also
found that I adapted really quickly to
Taekwon-Do and found that it gave me
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I walked in and my Instructor (who I
recognised as a sergeant in the Air
Cadets) , said to me “Hello Ray what are
you doing here?”, I said I wanted to start
Taekwon-Do and become a Blackbelt, he
said “You’ll never last in this Martial Art”

Who was your instructor, where
was he based and what was he
like?
My first ever Instructor was Mr. Steven
Haskins I Dan, he lived locally, he was a
really nice guy and we got on really well,
he was the youngest Pilot I’ve ever seen at
just 16yrs of age & we’d often go pleasure
flying
from
Thruxton Airfield,
he went on to
become a Fighter
Pilot in the RAF,
when he came out
of the RAF he
became a Transatlantic
Airline
Pilot, I’ve never
seen him since I
was a colourbelt,
which is a real
shame. (Although
I’ve
had
brief
contact with his
Brother Paul who
also
practised
Taekwon-Do)

bit, I held off until he got too close for
comfort, I lashed out with a side kick and
caught him right in the mid section, he
went down coughing and spluttering, I
turned away and quickly went home.

Compared to now, how tough was
training during
the late 70's
and the 80's?

I loved training in
those
days,
seemed
to
be
focused so much
on self defence
and to be fair it
was Military style
training,
Strict,
P u n i s h i n g ,
P h y s i c a l l y
demanding,
we
didn’t spend so
much
time
on
theory in those
days
as
our
understanding of
Taekwon-Do and
it’s
techniques
Do you have
certainly
wasn’t
what it is today,
any
other
basically be just
s p e c i a l
trained and trained
memories or
hard with intense
stories
from
wa r m- u p ’s,
yo ur
early
constant drilling up
days that you
and down the DoJang
perfecting
can share with Breaking a brick with knifehand (sonkal) as a red belt
our
techniques,
us?
sparring
was
hard
and
tough
with little or
I recall the first time I ever used Taekwonno
protection
other
than
tiny
square
Shin
Do, I was a Green belt. At our local
recreation ground I was minding my own and Instep protector and a bit of sponge on
business when an old school acquaintance the back of our hands that did absolutely
shouted out my surname ‘O’Neill’ (he was nothing, however we were tough in those
with two girls) I won’t say what he said as days and gave as good as we got when
it’s not nice but he proceeded to come we’d spar, we would go for runs and train
towards me, I was petrified, I remember my on concrete and gravel with bare feet, we
Instructor saying “don’t fire your techniques cannot do this anymore due to health and
until you’re in range otherwise they won’t safety. I loved it, it was old school training
work”, as he got closer I started to panic a – hard as nails.
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Did you compete much? If so,
how did you do and what was the
highest level you competed at?

feelings or emotions, I recall competing as
a 2nd Dan and being kicked really hard in
between the legs, I’ve never felt so much
pain and felt literally sick and found it hard
not to throw up, however I remained poker
faced so much so this bemused my
opponent and appeared to put him off
guard so much he lost his concentration, I
went onto win the bout.

I competed quite a bit, a few times as a
colour belt and several times up to III Dan,
I won several medals over my time in all
disciplines of Taekwon-Do. I stopped
competing once I became IV Dan &
qualified as an International Instructor, I
recall my instructor First Grand Master
Rhee Ki Ha, (then and
What year did you
VIII Dan) telling me
take your black
that as an International
belt and what was
Instructor my role is to
teach Taekwon-Do for
the grading like
it’s primary purpose
back then?
and that I did, plus it’s
27th March 1983 I took
written
in
the
my Black belt grading
encyclopedia
that
in Derby under FGMR
International
&
then he was an VIII
National
Instructors
Dan, the grading was
must not compete,
quite tough in those
Page 738 Condensed
days,
expectations
Edition (last book prior
were really high and
to Gen Choi’s Passing)
we certainly had to
so I didn’t spend so
work hard to obtain our
much emphasis on
promotions.
Tournament Training
and I retired from
competing, however I
What
did
you
was very active indeed
actually have to
in officiating as a
do for your black
qualified Umpire at Grandmaster O’Neill as a 1st degree back in
belt grading?
countless tournaments.
A great day to recollect, the grading
I still regularly teach tournament training as seemed to go on for ages, after an intense
I believe it has it’s place in Taekwon-Do week long training course in Bristol I stood
and is important for Student development, in front of Pioneer Rhee Ki Ha and took my
however I usually teach tournament Black belt grading, I was called up & along
training as a separate specific class, my with several other Red belts & we
everyday classes are focused on Taekwon performed several patterns, a random
-Do as a Self Defence Art not the sport selection of the colour belt patterns, we
were then dismissed only to come up again
side of Taekwon-Do.
later on and go through a complete variety
of sparring, Step Sparring, Semi & Free
Do you have any special stories Sparring& Free Sparring, then to be
dismissed again, later to stand in front of
from your competition days?
I recall teaching my students the Rhee Ki Ha to answer some questions
importance of remaining ‘Poker Faced’ which sadly I can no longer remember
whilst competing so not to give away any what he asked, to finish off with we had to
break wood boards with a variety of
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techniques. We had to wait several weeks
to hear the results (they weren’t given out
on the day in those days).

to grade put your Do-Bok on and perform,
that’s the psychology that I’ve been
brought up with and maintain.

Have black belt gradings (and
what is required) changed much
over the years?

As far as I`m aware, until recently
you have always been part of the
UKTA, what positions did you
hold within that organisation?

I cannot really comment overall as there
are so many different organisations doing
their own thing, I guess it’s fair to say that
some Dan grade gradings are somewhat
below par so to speak. I often look at some
and think ‘How ??’.
I’m happy to say that under FGM Rhee Ki
Ha he’s always maintained a very high
standard and we’ve had to work hard to get
our grades.
FGMR also appeared to give those who
can perform a somewhat harder & more
dynamic grading, well that’s certainly
seemed to be the case for me and a few
others I’ve come up the grades with, many
of which are today the more dynamic of the
Masters around at the moment. If you want

Prior to leaving the UKTA I had been the
Association’s National Secretary for
several years, and a senior member of
FGMR’s Masters Council.

What was the purpose of FGMR's
Masters Council?
FGMR created the Masters Council whilst
in the UKTA, it consisted of a team of
personally chosen Masters from within the
UKTA, the function of the Masters Council
was different from the Management
committee, in that it’s role was to develop,
standardise, create, implement and
develop the members Taekwon-Do
educational seminars and promotional
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Grandmaster O’Neill, with his instructor FGM Rhee Ki Ha

gradings, also personal development
through Instructors Courses & Umpire
Courses. Basically all aspects of student
development and progression.

After being part of the UKTA so
long, it must of been a difficult
decision to part ways, what made
up your mind to do so?
I never ever thought I’d ever leave the
UKTA it was home and a place I loved and
supported and belonged too, however in
the end the decision to leave was an easy
one, my Instructor FGMR had resigned
from the ITF, the UKTA made the decision
to remain with ITF & whilst I initially also
wanted to remain too my loyalty to FGMR
was so strong I simply couldn’t stay once
he’d gone, I then resigned as National
Secretary and left, sadly leaving behind
some great acquaintances & Friends in
order to support and remain by the side of
FGMR.
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How is life outside of the UKTA
compared to how it was before
you left?
Life appears to be busier, especially
working with many different groups as a
professional Instructor conducting
seminars & courses & doing my best to
maintain the integrity of Gen Choi’s
Taekwon-Do, and of course supporting my
instructor FGMR in many ways.

Let's talk a bit about Stonehenge
Taekwon-Do school. I believe it
has been running for a long time,
can you tell us its story?
Stonehenge School is the 3rd Longest
running school in the United Kingdom
operating in the same town as it’s always
been, founded in 1974 when some service
men one of which trained with in Singapore
under FGMR, several were posted back to
the UK and he was stationed in RAF

Boscombe down, the Instructors name was
an RAF man called George Melon I Dan,
he opened the school in Boscombe RAF
gym with the help of Jim Pritchard who’s
son Leonard became a I Dan & later
became the leading Instructor of the school
up until the early 80’s. Lenny inspired me
quite a bit in the early days.

How did you find running a
Taekwon-Do school in the early
80's, what challenges did you
face?
I took over the school in 1981 as a Red
belt when the instructor left the school, I
wasn’t a qualified Instructor I also had
nowhere to train, for reasons I cannot go
into we were no longer permitted to use the
RAF Gym at Boscombe Down.
It was difficult to say the least to book halls
and venues without being a Black belt let
alone an Instructor, many venues helped at
first then became cautious and cancelled
the lettings, however I ended up at the

Stonehenge School, (quite Ironic really –
same name as my Taekwon-Do School)
and stayed there, eventually I became a
Blackbelt in 1983 and in 1984 I became a
qualified National Instructor.

On the surface it seems you have
progressed steadily through the
black belt grades, all the way from
1st degree to 9th degree
Grandmaster, however, was it as
smooth sailing as it seems from
the outside or did you face
obstacles or challenges along the
way?
I always set my goals to achieve my
grades on time and worked really hard
travelling around the country to get
training, I recall travelling to Hillingdon
every other weekend in my 3.0lt Capri to
train under GM Raymond Choy who was
then a V Dan, I graded under FGM Rhee
Ki Ha for every single grading from 10th
Kup to IX Dan, in those days I had to take

Grandmaster O’Neill with FGMR, and his former Instructor Mr. Lenny Pritchard I Dan at his IX Dan Presentation
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my students every 3 months or so to Acton
in London to grade with FGMR, it was my
closest grading venue. I was quite close to
Raymond Choy and helped him many
times to organise and run the London
Open Championships, a great man sadly
missed by many.
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I guess the main obstacles I faced was
after a road traffic where I snapped one
cruciate ligament & after jumping over a
car I landed awkwardly & snapped my
other cruciate Ligament. I underwent TWO
total knee reconstructions, this was
approximately two years before my Master

degree promotion and was
a huge battle to get myself
fit enough to grade let
alone believe in my ability
again, my legs were so weak
I couldn’t even stand up let
alone kick, a huge obstacle
but one I overcame and with a
fantastic surgeon, careful
rehabilitation, good physio,
self belief and determination I
luckily came back from strength
to strength, my knees today are
held together with Titanium
screws, many people find it hard to
believe that I can still kick so well
and remain so active. FGMR has
said many times “If you want to do
– You can do”, this has helped me
no end of times times.

A bit of a discussion in many TKD
circles these days is the progression
to 7th degree and whether or not
this should be a physical grading?
What are your thoughts on this? What
was yours like?
I recall asking FGM Rhee Ki Ha a few years prior to
my Master Degree promotion whilst I was recovering from
surgery what he would expect from me for my Master
Degree and what should I practise, he told to me practise
‘Everything’.
However being a Master was more than just grading as I was
soon to discover.
My grading in Elgin Scotland in 2003 was an experience, on the
floor on my own for what seemed an eternity I went through all
aspects of Taekwon-Do, FGMR was quite unforgiving with his
requirements & tasks, he said I must prepare for ‘Everything’
and it was certainly sound advice.
When he promoted me I remember him telling me that the
‘Master’ epaulets weigh nothing at all until I put them on,
they then become extremely heavy with additional
responsibilities expected of a Master and his words were so
true.
He told me many people can become 7th Dan, but it requires a
special person to become a ‘Master’
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How did you feel when you were
promoted to Grandmaster? Was it
unexpected?
This event was awesome and whilst I
initially had no idea, the fact that FGMR
asked to travel to Stonehenge in
November was to say the least a tad odd,
so I thought there was something going on.
As for the moment when it happened, I
was a tad overwhelmed with emotion to be
honest, the feeling was unbelievable,
standing in front of such a Pioneer having
him read out my IX Dan Certificate in
Korean and English was such an honour I
cannot fully describe, in addition to that
being in front of
150+ Taekwon-Do

Brothers and Sisters from all over the UK
was also something very special. Truly an
honour and a privilege & a huge
responsibility to live up too.

You are now a fulltime Instructor
in Taekwon-Do, when and why did
you decide to go full time and
what did you do before then, work
wise (as well as running you TKD
school of course)?
After 25 years service in the Navy Army &
Air Force Institutes ending up as Project
and Logistics Manager prior to

FGMR Reading out and presenting Master O’Neill with his promotion to IX Da, Grandmaster
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redundancy, I then ran a leisure centre for
a while as Business Manager & went
through a marriage break with my Children
remaining with me at home. When my
Children had basically left school I went
back into Senior Management and became
Operations Manager for a Large retail
outlet, the problem was the shift patterns
conflicted with Taekwon-Do so much it
caused no end is issues with my job, in the
end the position became unnecessary
within the company and I left, I looked for
work but with my experience I couldn’t
seem to get a 9-5 job so decided that I’d
turn professional Taekwon-Do Instructor,
some 9 years ago now.

You are well known to be a superb
breaker (as in destruction) and on
your videos make it look easy. Did
you just elevate towards this and
how much conditioning work and

practice does it require to make it
look so easy?
In my early days during Colour belt there
was no such thing as ‘Breaker Boards’,
and to be fair wood was quite expensive,
throughout my colour belt life I was always
breaking Bricks, Blocks, concrete tiles etc,
building sites were all over the place with
modern developments and the builders
were always happy to let us have a few
chipped bricks and chipped tiles etc, I was
therefore conditioning from an early stage
and became quite good at breaking things
(so to speak), it is though very important to
condition correctly in order to develop ones
hands, feet and ability & isn’t something
that is done over night, it takes time and
commitment.
I recall even at Blue belt breaking Bricks
and building Blocks & I’ve never really
stopped since.
My hands have large knuckles that simply

Breaking 3 Blocks on fire for “This is Taekwon-Do” DVD FGMR Project”
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Flying Two Direction Kick at VI Dan

no longer feel pain what-so-ever
regardless of what I hit, breaking bricks
doesn’t affect them in any way.
I’m pleased say though that due to correct
conditioning over the years they’ve not
sustained any long term damage and still
remain totally free in movement,
still
nimble and can still be used to do fine
intricate work, like building model
motorbikes.

Please tell us a bit about ACE
Taekwon-Do? How does it
different from other Taekwon-Do
organisations?
ACE was founded by Grand Master Paul
Cutler on the 4th May 2012, he founded it
when he as UKTA President resigned for
the same reason that I resigned as
National Secretary & formed A.C.E. – We
chose to work closely with FGMR, I myself
am the Vice-President and the Child
Protection Officer.

Does it differ from other organisations?,
probably not; we all want the same thing ie:
to pass on Authentic Taekwon-Do as given
to us by Gen Choi, I guess the only
difference is that our Patron is FGMR and
our grading syllabus and promotions are
authenticated and on many occasions
conducted by him and certified by him. We
are Proud to have such a direct lineage
and pedigree from the Founder Gen Choi
with FGMR being one of Gen Choi’s most
loyal students right until his passing.

This may sound like an odd
question, but do you still refer to
what you are teaching as 'ITF'
Taekwon-Do (as you are no longer
part of the ITF) or, like others,
'Ch'ang Hon' or 'ITF style'
Taekwon-Do, as some believe you
should only use the term 'ITF' if
you are in that (or one of those)
organisations?
I may not be in any ‘Official ITF’, but that
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doesn’t matter nor will it concern me.
Many can claim to be in the Official ITF,
whereas hardly anyone can claim their
Instructor is actually depicted on the ITF
Recognition Plaque, but I can!,
my
Instructor Pioneer FGM Rhee Ki Ha is
forever depicted on the Official ITF
Recognition Plaque so to that end I will
always be ITF & will continue to teach ‘ITF
Taekwon-Do’ as created & developed by
Gen Choi Hong Hi.

I notice in ACE
Ta e k w o n - D o
there seems to
be 3 levels of
i n s t r u c to r
q u a l i fi c a t i o n s ,
with
different
coloured stripes
on
doboks
indication
the
different levels.
Can you expand
o n
t h e
differences and
why 3 levels are
required?

National ‘B’ Class Diploma and wear Blue
Stripes, if you’d been teaching the same
students for 3 years or more you’d
probably have at least a few students to
RED Belt & if you’d obtained III Dan you
could take your National ‘A’ Class and
wear RED stripes, after that IV Dan would
be reached and you could take your
International Instruction Diploma where
upon if successful this would give you the
right to grade your own students and
others. So basically the National Diplomas
followed the Belts system – Green – Blue –
R e d ,
t h e n
International Black.

Are there any
other
major
differences
in
how
you
do
things
within
ACE
TaekwonDo and other
organisations
such as the ITF
and the UKTA?

To be fair we pretty
much do things as
we
always
have
done, we have the
same teacher as
FGMR created these
we’ve always had i.e.
whilst in the UKTA,
FGMR, so pretty
basically as far as
much systems are
ITF was concerned
Receiving
a
‘Combat
Hall
of
Fame
Award’
for
the same, the only
the term ‘Instructor’
development of Taekwon-Do in the UK
major difference is
was
officially
associated to a IV Dan who had passed an that GM Cutler is a tad more generous in
Official International Instruction Diploma, what he gives back to our Instructors
FGMR introduced 3 levels of National Financially, the percentages of Seminars
Instruction Diplomas right from Early UKTA and Grading fees given to our Instructors is
days, there were National ‘C’ Class, ‘B’ & more than what is given to the association,
‘A’ Class, Basically within the first year of this encourages Instructors to host more
teaching you’d be teaching students seminars and all being well if well attended
typically up to Green belt so I Dan National permits some spare finance to be put back
C Class Instructors wore Green Stripes, in into the schools for development, pretty
the 2nd Year of teaching you could teach sure though other organisations may also
someone up to Blue belt or at least your do this, however without being fully
students would probably get to this grade, conversant on how others organisations
if you’d obtained a II Dan you could take a operate I cannot fully answer that question.
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In the ITF you were formerly a
member of, they introduced the
title 'senior master' for 8th
degrees, however they have since
dropped such titles. Will ACE
Taekwon-Do keep the titles, as I
believe it was Grandmaster Rhee
that suggested them (whilst still a
part of that ITF)?
I’ve been suitably informed by FGMR that
the title was suggested to Gen Choi,
although it was never written or
implemented in the book by the time he
passed away, fundamentally it was
suggested due to the grading authority of
International Instructors and Masters, a bit
like a team of Coaches for the Olympics in
that there’s always a Head-Coach or
Senior-Coach for example, at that time and
what is still accepted today in many
organisations is that International

Instructors of IV –V Dan were only
authorised to grade students up to II Dan,
VI Dan International Instructors to III Dan,
VII Masters to IV Dan.
After 7 years of service someone being
promoted to VIII Dan received greater
responsibilities and greater authority in
promotional status, therefore FGMR
suggested much like a Head Coach that
the Title ‘Senior Master’ or ‘Sonin Sahyun’
be implemented for VIII Dan’s mainly
because VIII Dan’s could grade people to
V & VI Dan respectively, only IX Dan could
ever promote someone to a Master and
above.
FGMR suggested the only colour NOT
USED on the shoulder flashes was green,
and although some people may perceive
green being associated to envy, it is well
known fact that within Taekwon-Do the
colour green signifies grown and

Grandmaster O’Neill performing Choong-Jang as a 2nd degree around 1995
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development, so the use of Green seemed
to follow the concept of promotion status.
No one has the right to amend the book,
however if we solely work from Gen Choi’s
last book perhaps Taekwon-Do will not
develop or move forward, for example the
term Jappyulsultae (defined as Release
from Grab in the book) is merely a word
and doesn’t explain the release motions, of
which FGMR teaches us 6 types ,
1 - Twisting – Bituro Pulgi
2 - Pulling – Dangimyo Pulgi
3 - Wedging – Hetcho Pulgi
4 - Turning – Dollyo Pulgi
5 - Counter Attack – Yop Gong kak Pulgi
6 - Breaking – Gok Gok Pulgi
These are not entirely new however just
because they’re not in the Encyclopaedia
does it make them wrong to use or teach?
NO ! not at all.
Taekwon-Do must develop further much
like for example the belt system, many
groups use a stripe around the entire
length of the colourbelts instead of the
‘Tags’ (which are clearly defined within the
Encyclopaedia, whereas the striped belt
isn’t) so are we to say we shouldn’t use
the stripped belt because it’s in the book, I
believe this is progress and development
and therefore nothing wrong.
One can say that the original plans for the
Motor car of today are totally different from
how they were first written, however we all
accept the motor car has moved on and
developed so why can’t Taekwon-Do move
on and develop as well.
I’m told that the title ‘Senior Master’ is
relevant and appropriate for the level of
authority given to VIII Dan’s, it’s ok and
nothing wrong, to that end we’ll continue to
use it within A.C.E.

According to General Choi's son,
Grandmaster Choi Jung Hwa,
General Choi also wanted to

implement Kihaps into the
patterns (or 'back into' the
patterns as it was put across at
the time), what are your thoughts
on this? Do you kihap within
patterns yourself?
To be totally honest with you I cannot recall
anytime during my life in Taekwon-Do that
I’ve been taught to use a Ki-Hap midway or
during the performance of a Pattern other
than the Final Movement. I personally
cannot see the point of emphasising
particular moves with Ki-Haps as I believe
ALL MOVES should be emphasised whilst
performing them.

What are you feelings regarding
the legitimacy of other TaekwonDo groups worldwide, especially
the other ITF's and similar
groups?
I do believe that all groups are legitimate
within themselves, my Instructor FGMR is
on the ITF Plaque and will always be so, to
that end whether anyone is in any official
ITF or not is irrelevant, what I feel is
important for all is to ensure that we all
strive to maintain the integrity of Gen
Choi’s art of Self Defence and have an
open mind for development and
progression.

Now you are a 9th degree
Grandmaster, I believe you have
the authority to grade others up to
'Master' levels, would you do that
for someone (who has of course
put in the time and effort) who
isn't part of your group, ACE
Taekwon-Do?
I’m available to help anymore move
forward and would happily promote anyone
upon request even if they’re not part of
A.C.E. after all I’m here to help raise the
standards of Taekwon-Do and to ensure
Gen Choi’s work is never forgotten and it’s
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authenticity is maintained, helping people
move forward and working with different
groups is the key to this.
In fact not too long ago I had done this
when I was asked to help an independent
group’s senior instructors move forward,
they wished me to grade them and they
additionally asked if that promotion could
be authenticated by FGMR, I graded the
candidates and they received certificates &
belts authorised and approved by FGMR,
they did however
undergo quite an
extensive training
p r o g r a m
whereupon
they
had
to
bring
themselves up to
standard
with
regular
personal
seminars with me
to a standard that
FGMR expects in
order
to
be
authenticated
by
him.

seminars these days, without
requiring those that attend to be
members of ACE and not
excluding anyone who is a
member of another group. This
was frowned upon during the old
days and is still enforced by some
organisations these days. What is
your thoughts on such attitudes?
Everyone has a Human Right and Human
equality,
a
restaurant will allow
anyone to eat after
all
that’s
the
purpose
of
it,
equally
an
Instructor is meant
to Teach,
it is
therefore not right
to say who he can
and cannot teach,
as an Instructor/
Master/Grand
Master we must all
be open to teach
anyone regardless
of where we come
from or who we’re
affiliated too.

I have to say
though, if you wish
to be promoted by
FGMR you can do
I recall a seminar
this but it’s only
with
Gen
Choi
right you go and
teaching of what
train with FGMR as
can
only
be
well as his Grand
described as a
Masters
and
large variety of
request promotion IX Degree certificate and FGMR Golden Jubilee Award
different groups in
directly from him in
attendance, they all appeared to have
the first instance, outlining your history and
different Do-Boks on – not one was told he
meeting his criteria.
wasn’t welcome, this is the way it should
be.
Other than that I would be happy and
The food is there for all to eat, why tell
would grade anyone upon request even if
some they cannot eat with you just
it’s a totally independent grading within an
because they’re not in your gang so to
independent organisation, but I would
speak.
request to see you train in Do-Bok prior to
promotion for assessment purposes.

You travel and teach at open
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Do you promote the competition
aspects of Taekwon-Do? How

important is it to compete at
different levels or is it not
important at all?
As I mentioned earlier since becoming an
International Instructor in 1989/1990 my
priorities had changed, it was important to
teach the art as it was designed for, having
said that Tournaments are important as
they certainly take students out of their
comfort zones and help them deal with
confrontation from an unknown source in a
controlled environment, this is an essential
part of training and I insist that all my
students ‘Taste’ tournaments if they wish to
become Blackbelt. It’s fantastic for
confidence, team work, discipline dealing
with winning as well as defeat, so many
qualities we need in life are obtained
through tournament, it’s also great to
compete at different levels so to develop
ones own abilities against that of others
equal to you.

As with my school, within your
school you don't just stick to the
standard 'competition' sparring
like many schools, but run free
sparring as it was originally
devised (using any and all
available means, as it states in
General Choi's manuals). Can you
tell the readers a bit more about
this, what is allowed and why you
feel it's important?
In my classes everything is permitted in
Free sparring ‘Everything’ , however based
on their level of proficiency and grade I do
advise that certain grades don’t try certain
things, for example junior colour belts
aren’t proficient enough to implement
sweeps, takedown’s , restraints or throws
safely, where as senior Students and
certainly Black belts are more proficient
and can start to implement all of these
items, obviously I advise caution to all
about the dangers of throws and
takedown’s on an unmated floor, however
using control everything is generally

permitted.
Free sparring I say utilises every available
attacking and Blocking tool against your
opponent or opponents to ensure your
safety or the safety of others.
You cannot do this in ‘tournament sparring’
which is the term I use for sparring within
the confides of rules and regulations, in
‘Free sparring’ there are NO rules so
anything goes – anything !!.
It is important to correctly practise ‘Free
Sparring’ in it’s true form as this will
certainly help the student be more ‘Street
Ready’ and confident in his or her ability to
defend themselves, Sadly many schools
I’m sure focus mainly on ‘Tournament
Sparring’ typically I’ve discovered that on
many occasions a good competitor hasn’t
come off well in a street fight, whereas
someone who focuses on true Free
sparring tends of have a different result,
(not always I have to stress) an example is
that a hardened competitor whilst superb in
the ring, may not think about sweeping
someone’s legs or putting someone in a
restraint, or implementing a take down or
think about attacking a vital spot as
perhaps their mind set is trained on point
scoring not self defence. In my honest
opinion a student who practises sparring
with no rules or regulations in place (Other
than Control) would be more suited to the
Street.

What grades participate in the
more involved free sparring at
your school (as opposed to
tournament sparring)? And is it
just within your school or a
standard requirement throughout
all of ACE Taekwon-Do Schools?

Basic free sparring is taught from 10th Kup,
from 6th Kup Free sparring becomes part of
the syllabus and grading requirements
however certain aspects of sparring like,
sweeps, takedowns etc are usually
implemented at a more senior level usually
from Red & above, it’s also pretty standard
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sparring teaching methods within ACE and
I would hope so in many other
organisations too.

How important is destruction
within Taekwon-do? What is its
true purpose?
I don’t like the term ‘Destruction’ as it
implies to the public the wrong impression
of Taekwon-Do.
I use the term
‘Power Test’ and
yes it’s really
important for the
student
to
b e c o m e
p r o f i ci e n t
in
Power testing so
they can believe
in their ability to
utilise
any
technique
with
effect,
without
power test one is
merely using a
movement that
perhaps one will
never really know
whether or not it
would work, I
often
see
s t u d e n t s
performing
movements
&
clearly they have
no understanding
of how it would
work in an hostile
environment.
As for the reason as to why we do power
test ?, in today’s society it would be
deemed inappropriate to use another
Human being to apply our techniques on in
order to establish whether or not one has
the effectiveness to make them suitable for
the street and self defence, consequently
it’s far more acceptable to use ‘Breaking
Materials’ like Bricks, boards and tiles etc
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that way no one gets hurt. (Providing of
course it’s taught correctly)

In your personal opinion, as an
overall view of all Taekwon-Do,
has it become more sport than
martial art?
Sadly this appears to be the case
nowadays, I try and keep my classes good
old Military based self Defence system of
training, although I have to admit I’m not as
strict as I used to
be, mainly this is
b e c a u s e
n o w a d a y s
students
aren’t
built the same as
we were all those
years ago, when I
was younger I’d
be out climbing
trees
all
day
developing
my
muscle s
a nd
body
strength,
n o w a d a y s
especially as it’s
not so safe to be
out many kids
seem to stay in
and
live
an
armchair lifestyle,
stuck on social
media
and
developing
strength in the
fingers & thumbs
only.

What is the role of patterns and
their training within Taekwon-Do?
Patterns are so important in Taekwon-Do,
their role is to maintain Taekwon-Do the
way it was created, Patterns are what
Taekwon-Do is, all martial arts spar, most
power test, but it’s the Patterns/Kata’s that
separate us all, in addition to that the

learning of Patterns is crucial to mental &
physical development, education provides
confidence so learning the patterns is a
great way of educating students, thus
empowering them with knowledge and
confidence. Patterns are beautiful and are
the ‘ART’ of Taekwon-Do.

Did you find certain patterns
harder than others as you came
up the grades? Do you have a
favourite pattern or two?
As I came up the grades I never really
found any pattern ‘Harder’ I merely found
them more challenging, I was excited to
learn new patterns and did my best to learn
each movement for the purpose of what it
was designed for , I teach my students and
emphasise on Instructors courses the
importance of P.O.M. – Purpose of
Movement.
As for my favourite Patterns I have 24, 25 if
I include Ko-Dang, seriously though I love
performing Yong-Gae - Choong-Jang –
Yoo-Sin – Moon-moo – Tong-Il and most of
all So-San mainly because it’s the largest
pattern with 72 moves, I learn it and teach
it in three stages 1 to 27, 28-50, then 51-72
I find students learn it far quicker that way
than learning 1-72 straight off.

Apart from patterns, sparring &
destruction, do you teach any
other aspects of Taekwon-Do in
your classes, such as throwing
and falling etc.?
I teach everything as they’re all important
aspects of Taekwon-Do and should all be
taught within the syllabus, having said that,
floor work, knife work, holds, restrains, take
down’s sweeps etc I tend to keep this
education for Red belt’s and above, at
least then they have a better
understanding of how to make the move
more effective.

aspect of Taekwon-Do?
Education – The understanding of the
Purpose of each movement.

If you were in charge of the future
development of Taekwon-Do
throughout the world, what
aspects would you enforce as
standard and what aspects would
you change, if any?
I don’t like to use the word ‘Enforce’
however I would try and implement the
right education in all organisations to
facilitate the correct understanding of every
move and more importantly ensure that all
Instructors were fully conversant of the
purpose of each move in order for them to
teach it correctly to ensure effectiveness. –
I have to say that many organisations do
this anyway, but I’m sure there are plenty
of groups out there that just haven’t got
access to this knowledge, they have every
right too this knowledge too so we all need
to help them and each other get this
knowledge.
As for things to change, perhaps I would
look at the entire grading syllabus and
ensure that globally gradings are seen to
be fair and standardised for all, example
I’ve known a VI Dan promotion been
awarded with the performance of just one
Yellow belt pattern, elsewhere a similar
candidate has been on the floor for over an
hour or so, it’ll be good to standardise the
grading system for Blackbelts in order to
facilitate the abilities of all students of all
ages. It’s important to maintain the quality
and credibility of the Dan Grades,
nowadays it seems that certain Dan grades
aren’t really earned and appear to be
perhaps simply bought or self awarded,
this doesn’t help to maintain the integrity
and longevity of Taekwon-Do, you’ll soon
end up with a generation of instructors that
neither know anything nor able to perform
anything.

What to you, is the most important
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There seems to be a lot more very
young black belts around now,
when in the 80's/90's they were
few and far between? What are
your thoughts on this? (Thoughts
on students as young as 7 or 8
gaining a black belt)?
Grey area, Children are starting younger
and younger nowadays so it’s inevitable
that we’ll see young Blackbelts and all
credit too them, however it’s pretty obvious
that for many they clearly haven’t got the
understanding of the true purpose of the
movements.
I think it’s important to remember that until
a student is at least 13yrs of age they
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cannot be classed as a Degree holder, i.e.
I Dan they’re merely a ‘Junior Blackbelt’
and do not hold any Degree in TaekwonDo, once a Junior Blackbelt reaches his or
her 13th Birthday they can officially be
classed as a I Dan then undergo the
standard ITF training syllabus for further
promotion, it’s wrong in my opinion to have
anyone hold II or III Dan as a Child, when I
say Child I mean under 13yrs of age.
What is the lowest age you would promote
a child to black belt and do you use a junior
black belt instead of a full black belt that
many seem happy to use these days?
Youngest age is 10 to become a Blackbelt
but they are not classed as I Dan their
official title is ‘Junior Blackbelt’, they wear a
Blackbelt with a white stripe running along

it’s full length, when they reach 13yrs they
can be classed officially as a I Dan and
remove their White Stripe. – they do not
need to take a further exam. Personally I’m
not a great believer of Junior Blackbelts
although I myself have produced several,
but they remain ‘Junior Blackbelts’ until
they’re 13yrs, then become I Dan’s

What would you change or advise
people to change with regards to
Taekwon-Do and the teaching/
training of it?
I think it would be great if all instructors
teach the full purpose of each movement
they teach, clearly having asked many
students during my seminars, so many
students have absolutely no idea of the
purpose of the movements they perform,
however it’s not their fault as they’re only
taught what their instructor teaches them, I
often wish I could see their Instructors in
front of me, many though choose not to
learn themselves typically they end up
teaching Taekwon-Do at an infant school
level instead of a University level.
If all instructors understood the purpose of
each movement and taught it to their
students instead of simply showing them I
do believe the level of Taekwon-Do would
improve globally.

You are also a qualified KEWAP
instructor. For those who don't
know what that is, please can you
give them a brief overview and
also tell us why you feel this is an
important area to study/practice?
This is an initiative introduced into this
Country by Steve Timperley within the
British Forces, it means Knives & Edged
Weapons Awareness Program and is a
great program to give people especially
youngsters, teaching them the dangers
and implications of carrying Knifes and
edged weapons.

It’s an important enhancement and works
well with Taekwon-Do in that it’s principles
are basic, very basic which to be honest is
what you require when dealing with a knife,
complicated moves simply don’t work,
basic Spatial awareness and ultra simple
techniques are favourable to a positive
outcome, moreso is the understanding of
what happens when we play with knives
more importantly getting the message
across not to carry one.

Do you teach KEWAP related stuff
as part of your standard classes?
I quite often have a session for my senior
students with knives etc, however really
keeping it basic and moreover avoidance
and spatial awareness.

What's wrong with the weapon
defences you find in General
Choi's and other Taekwon-Do
manuals that necessitated you to
learn additional stuff?
In many books, including the Gen Choi
Encyclopaedia in my honest opinion I do
feel that techniques for knife defence etc
are somewhat unrealistic to the reality of
street attacks, the average blade length is
usually less than two inches and can strike
you in less time than it takes to blink,
complicated moves involving interception
and removal of the weapon from the
opponent will often always end up with you
getting stabbed, I do believe this gives a
false sense of security, I once saw a clip
involving a smaller man facing two massive
doormen, in the flash of an instant the
smaller man stabbed BOTH doormen in
the chest in less than half a second with a
blade concealed within his hand.

Do you hold
qualifications?

any

other

Associate Member of the B.A.P.T.
(British Association of Physical
Training)
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NSPCC Child Protection in Sport
Certified
L e is u r e
C o n n e ct io n
“ We ig h t
Management” Certified
‘Nutrition for Sports’ Certificate
Healthy & Safety Management & Risk
Assessment
Personnel Management
Recruitment & Selection & Disciplinary
Procedures
Business Management
Business Finance & Budgetary Control
& Payroll
CompTia® A+ Certified Computer
Maintenance & Repair Technician
Commercial & Private “PagePlus”
Graphics & Web Design
Warehousing, & Distribution Logistics
& Floor Management

So what does a Taekwon-Do
Grandmaster do when he isn't
practicing or teaching TaekwonDo?
My wife would say that I do Taekwon-Do
24/7 lol…. Everywhere I go Taekwon-Do is

with me, everyday I’m doing something to
do with Taekwon-Do, however if I do get
some spare time I love to go out on my
motor bike, I love to build model
motorbikes (I’ve an entire cabinet full of
them), mess about making DVD’s, fixing
computers, building websites etc, or
messing about with bikes and cars.

Apart from Grandmaster Rhee Ki
Ha, who else has been an
inspiration to you during your
Taekwon-Do journey to this point?
Grand Master Raymond Choi inspired me
so much when I was I- III Dan, he helped
me so much, no one really saw him train
apart from his students and boy could he
perform, I’ve never seen anyone so flexible
and I mean flexible without even trying - a
huge inspiration. Also I recall Orello Ellis
(Now Grand Master Ellis) always used to
inspire me with his awesome pattern &
Sparring performances at Championships
& of course my own instructor Mr. Lenny
Pritchard when I was a colour belt, and to
be fair generally the good Taekwon-Do

Grandmaster O’Neills bike – his escape from a busy life
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people I’ve spent time with over the years .

Is there anything you and
Grandmaster Rhee don't agree on
or have differing opinions about?
Cool question, however after wracking my
brains I have to say that generally
throughout my entire time of being around
FGMR we’ve seldom if ever disagreed
about anything, although I’m sure during
some earlier times in the UKTA there may
have been some things not everyone
agreed with, but none spring to mind.
Having said that I think nowadays we have
such a great understanding in that he can
continue to kick me under the table if I do
wrong and at the same time he’ll certainly
listen to advise we give him if we think
things could be different or not perhaps a
good idea.
As always though FGMR is continually
doing what he can every day for the
development and prosperity of TaekwonDo

During you days as part of the
UKTA along with Grandmaster
Rhee, did you get to meet and
train with General Choi Hong Hi?
If so, how often and what was it
like?
We were all quite fortunate in those days
when Gen Choi was still with us to have
such regular and direct access to him
through FGMR/UKTA. I’ve met and trained
with Gen Choi Hong Hi on countless
seminars and also been with him on
several occasions in more social
environments.
Gen Choi always made a huge impression,
he had an admiring sense of humour & his
International Courses were always great to
attend, in those days International Courses
were often TWO weeks in duration.
I recall being ‘volunteered’ (chosen!) to
perform a Pattern in front of Gen Choi –
(Juche of all Patterns), my first move I
messed up by moving into Sitting Stance
the wrong way, Gen Choi Laughed and

Performing Juche in front of Gen Choi Hong Hi
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said NO! I asked for Juche not ChoongJang.
Training in front of Gen Choi was just so
great, you always wanted to do your best
and always performed as best as you
could. An opportunity sadly so many will
never feel or experience.

From all your
personal
years
of
training, what
important
lessons have
you learned?

Grandmaster? Whats next for you
and where do you see yourself in
10 years time?
All my life I’ve worked hard towards each
promotion, now with no further promotions
available my work & responsibility seem to
be actually greater now than ever before.
Even as Grand Master I’m proud to still
have someone who can continue to teach
me,
advise
me,
correct me etc.
FGMR’s work is not
complete nor is I’m
sure that of the few
Pioneer’s
who
remain alive today &
sadly he and they
will not be around
forever, it is up to
Grand Masters of
today to ensure that
we all do our best to
ensure Taekwon-Do
is taught correctly
and the integrity is
maintained,
we
must ensure we help
and assist everyone
who wishes to learn
regardless of where
they come from, who
they’re
associated
with or how they
perform.

Never
become
complacent
about
self
de fen ce ,
the
Blackbelt will not
help you in the
street it’s merely
a belt you wear
around
your
waist, nor will the
number of Dan’s
help you either &
always
be
mindful that you
too are a human
being and are
e q u a l l y
vulnerable
as
anyone else, that
In 10 years time I
said what will
hope that I will be in
Grandmaster O’Neill with his wife, Anita
help you is the
a position to continue
years of Martial
h e lp in g
wh o e ve r
arts knowledge and experience you have wishes my support & as long as I’m
gained which should hold you in good physically and mentally able too I will do
stead from becoming a victim of violence, my best to live up to the responsibility
remember; whatever rank you hold you bestowed upon me, this is my job, this is
need to ensure you remain aware at all the responsibility and I will not let my
times of your surroundings, constantly risk Grand Master down. I have a tattoo that’s
assessing.
says “Taekwon il Shin” – Whole Life
devoted to Taekwon-Do

So where does one go are
reaching the exalted level of
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Many thanks for the enlightening interview Grandmaster O’Neill
May I take the opportunity to say thank you for inviting me to do this interview, and thank
you for your superb online magazine which is full of an abundance of excellent articles.
I will continue to do my best to help anyone regardless of affiliation to have a better
understanding of Taekwon-Do, and also do my best to maintain the integrity of Gen
Choi’s legacy, and the legacy of my Instructor Pioneer First Grand Master Rhee Ki Ha.
Thank You
Grand Master ONeill IX
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